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In this chapter, you learn how to get information onto your iPhone and keep it in sync with computers and other devices. The topics include the following:

- Syncing with iTunes on a computer
- Syncing with MobileMe
- Syncing with Exchange

Configuring and Synchronizing Information on an iPhone

In later chapters, you learn how you can use your iPhone for email, contacts, calendars, and web browsing. All these tasks are easier and better when you sync information that you have on a computer with your iPhone. That’s because when synced, you don’t have to manually configure information on the iPhone. More important, you always have the same information available to you on your computers and your iPhone.

There are three ways you can sync an iPhone with your computer. You can sync with iTunes, MobileMe, or Exchange, and you can use one, two, or all three of these techniques simultaneously.
Syncing Information with iTunes

In Chapter 3, “Moving Audio, Video, Books, and Photos onto Your iPhone,” you learned how to move audio and video content from your iTunes Library onto your iPhone. Using a similar process, you can move email accounts, calendars, contacts, and bookmarks from your computer onto your iPhone. This information also gets synced each time you connect your iPhone to the computer, so any changes you make on the iPhone move back to the computer and vice versa.

The only downside to syncing with iTunes is that you have to physically connect the iPhone to a computer, but that isn’t a big deal. The primary benefit is that you don’t need any additional accounts to sync this information.

Go Wireless
Using MobileMe or an Exchange account are the better ways to sync information because you don’t have to connect your iPhone to a computer. Your syncs can happen automatically whenever you connect to the Internet.

As with some other tasks, the details to use iTunes to sync are slightly different on a Mac than they are on a Windows PC, so read the section that applies to the kind of computer you use.

Using iTunes to Sync Information on Macs
To set up information syncing on a Mac, perform the following steps.

1. Connect the iPhone to your Mac.
2. Select the iPhone on the Source list.
3. Click the Info tab.
4. To sync your Address Book contacts, check Sync Address Book Contacts; if you don’t want to sync this information (such as if you use MobileMe to sync), skip to step 11 instead.
5. To sync all your contact information, click All contacts and skip to step 8.
No Duplicates Please
You don’t need to set up the same information to sync in more than one way. For example, if you have a MobileMe account, use that to sync your email account, contacts, and calendars rather than iTunes because with MobileMe, your information is synced wirelessly. If you sync this information using MobileMe and iTunes, you might end up with duplicates. At the bottom of each section, you see the status of MobileMe syncing; if this says you are already syncing via MobileMe, think twice before also syncing via iTunes.

6. If you organize your contact information in groups and want to move only specific ones onto the iPhone, click Selected groups.

7. Check the check box next to each group you want to move to the iPhone. If you leave a group’s check box unchecked, the contacts it contains are ignored during the sync process.

8. If you want contacts you create on the iPhone to be stored in a specific Address Book group when you sync, check the Add contacts created outside of groups on this iPhone to check box and select the group on the pop-up menu. If you don’t want them placed into a specific group, leave the check box unchecked.

9. To sync with your contacts stored on Yahoo!, check Sync Yahoo! Address Book contacts, click Agree, and follow the onscreen prompts to log into your Yahoo! Address Book.

10. To sync with your contacts stored in your Google account, check Sync Google Address Book contacts, click Agree, and follow the onscreen prompts to log into your Google account.

Do You Use Entourage?
iCal for calendars, Mail for email, or Address Book for contact information are the only Mac applications that you can directly sync with the iPhone via the iTunes sync process. If you use Entourage, see the next tip.
11. Scroll down until you see the Calendars section.

12. Check Sync iCal Calendars to move your iCal calendars onto the touch; if you don’t want to sync calendar information (such as if you use MobileMe), skip to step 17.

13. If you want all the calendars you access in iCal to be synced on the iPhone, click the All calendars radio button and skip to step 16.

14. If you want only selected calendars to move onto the iPhone, click the Selected calendars radio button.

15. Check the check box next to each calendar that you want to sync on the iPhone.

16. If you want to prevent older events from syncing, check the Do not sync events older than check box and enter the number of days after which events should be excluded from the sync in the box.

Syncing Entourage
If you use Entourage, you can sync its information with your iPhone indirectly by syncing its information with Address Book and iCal, which in turn are synced with your iPhone via iTunes. Open Entourage’s Preferences and configure the Sync Services preferences to synchronize contacts with Address Book and events with iCal. Then, configure Address Book and iCal syncing in iTunes as described in these steps. To sync your Entourage email, simply manually configure your email account on the iPhone, as described in Chapter 7, “Emailing.”
17. Scroll down until you see the Mail Accounts section.

18. Check Sync Mail Accounts if you want to add email accounts configured in Mail to the iPhone; skip to step 20 if you don’t want any of your email accounts synced. (For example, configure MobileMe email or Exchange accounts directly on the iPhone).

19. Check the check box for each account you want to move onto the iPhone.

20. Check the Sync Safari bookmarks check box if you want to sync your Safari bookmarks so you can use them with the iPhone’s web browser; if you don’t want this, skip this step.

21. If you want any notes you create in Mail to be moved onto the iPhone and notes you create using the Notes app to be moved into Mail, check the Sync notes check box; if not, skip this step.

22. Scroll down to the Advanced section.

23. Check the check boxes next to any information that you want to be replaced on the iPhone with information from the computer. If you don’t check a check box, its information will be merged with that information on the iPhone instead.

24. Click Apply. A sync is performed, and the information you selected is moved onto the iPhone.

Each time you sync the iPhone (this happens automatically when you connect the iPhone to your Mac), any updated information included in the sync settings on the computer is moved to the iPhone, and updated information on the iPhone is moved onto the computer.
If you prefer Firefox as your web browser, you can’t sync your bookmarks via iTunes. That’s too bad and is quite annoying for those of us who use Firefox regularly. There’s currently just no simple way to move bookmarks to or from an iPhone from or to Firefox. (There are ways to do this, but they are clunky and require more room to explain than I have here.) Hopefully, Apple will remove this web browser discrimination in an update to its software soon.

Locating Synced Notes?
When you sync notes, they are stored in the Mail application under the Notes subsection of the Reminders section shown in the mailbox pane on the left side of the window. If you don’t see your notes, expand the Notes item and select On My Mac. You should see your notes in the List pane at the top of the Mail window. Select a note on the list to read it in the Reading pane at the bottom of the window.

Sync Versus Apply
Whenever you make changes to the sync settings for the iPhone, the Apply button replaces the Sync button and the Cancel button appears. When you click Apply, the new settings are saved and used for subsequent syncs, a sync is performed, and the button becomes Sync; click Cancel to keep the current sync settings. When the sync settings haven’t changed since the last sync, click Sync to perform a sync using the current settings.

Syncing with More Than One Source
If you configured the iPhone to sync with more than one source of contact information, perhaps Outlook on a Windows PC and Address Book on a Mac, when you sync, you’re prompted to replace or merge the information. If you select Replace Info, the existing information on whatever you are syncing with replaces all the contact information on the iPhone. If you choose Merge Info, the information you are syncing moves onto the iPhone and merges with the existing contact information.
Using iTunes to Sync Information on Windows PCs

You use iTunes to sync information on a Windows PC with an iPhone by performing the following steps.

1. Connect the iPhone to your computer.
2. Select the iPhone on the Source list.
3. Click the Info tab.
4. To sync your contacts, check Sync Contacts with and choose the source of contact information with which you want to sync on the drop-down list. The options are Outlook, Google Contacts, Windows Address Book, or Yahoo! Address Book. If you choose Yahoo! or Google, log into your account at the prompt. If you don't want to sync contact information stored on your computer (such as if you use MobileMe), skip to step 8.
5. To sync all contact information, click All contacts and skip to step 8.
6. If you organize your contact information in groups and want to move only specific ones onto the iPhone, click Selected groups.
7. Check the check box next to each group you want to move into the iPhone. If you leave a group's check box unchecked, it will be ignored during the sync process.
8. If you want contacts you create on the iPhone to be moved into a specific contact group when you sync, check the Add contacts created outside of groups on this iPhone to check box and select the group on the pop-up menu. If you don't want them placed into a specific group, leave the check box unchecked.
9. Scroll down until you see the Calendars section.
10. Check Sync Calendars with and choose the calendar application that contains the calendars you want to sync; if you don’t want to sync calendar information (such as if you use MobileMe), skip to step 15.

11. If you want all the calendars you access in the application you selected to be synced on the iPhone, click the All calendars radio button and skip to step 14.
12. If you want only selected calendars to move onto the iPhone, click the Selected calendars radio button.
13. Check the check box next to each calendar that you want to sync on the iPhone.
14. If you want to prevent older events from syncing, check the Do not sync events older than check box and enter the number of days after which events should not be included in the sync in the box.

15. Scroll down until you see the Mail Accounts section.
16. Check Sync Mail Accounts from if you want to configure email accounts configured on your computer on the iPhone; skip to step 19 if you don’t want them configured (such as if you use MobileMe or Exchange email accounts).
17. Select the email application containing the accounts you want to sync on the drop-down list.

18. Check the check box for each account you want to move onto iPhone.

19. Check the Sync bookmarks with check box if you want to move your bookmarks so you can use them with the iPhone’s web browser; if you don’t want this, skip to step 21.

20. Select Safari or Internet Explorer on the drop-down list to choose the browser containing the bookmarks you want to sync.

21. If you want any notes you create with the iPhone’s Notes app to be moved onto the computer and notes you create on the computer to be moved onto the iPhone, check the Sync notes with check box and select the application where the synced notes should be stored on the drop-down list; if you don’t want to move your notes onto the computer, skip this step.

*It’s Not All Good*

If you prefer Firefox as your web browser, you can’t sync your bookmarks via iTunes. That’s too bad and is quite annoying for those of us who use Firefox regularly. There’s currently just no simple way to move bookmarks to or from an iPhone from or to Firefox. (There are ways to do this, but they are clunky and require more room to explain than I have here.) Hopefully, Apple will remove this web browser discrimination in an update to its software soon.

*Synced Notes?*

In the current version of iTunes, Outlook is the only Windows application that supports notes syncing. When you sync notes, they are stored in the Notes area, which you can access by clicking the Notes icon.
22. Scroll down to the Advanced section.

23. Check the check boxes next to any information that you want to replace on the iPhone with information from the computer. If you don’t check a check box, that information will be merged with the information on the iPhone instead.

24. Click Apply. A sync is performed, and the information you selected is moved onto the iPhone.

   Each time you sync the iPhone (automatically when you connect the iPhone to your computer), any updated information included in the sync settings on the computer is moved to the iPhone, and updated information on the iPhone is moved onto the computer.

---

**Sync Versus Apply**

Whenever you make changes to the sync settings for the iPhone, the Apply button replaces the Sync button and the Cancel button appears. When you click Apply, the new settings are saved and used for subsequent syncs, a sync is performed, and the button becomes Sync; click Cancel to keep the current sync settings. When the sync settings haven’t changed since the last sync, click Sync to perform a sync using the current settings.
Syncing with More Than One Source
If you configured the iPhone to sync with more than one source of contact information, perhaps Outlook on a Windows PC and Address Book on a Mac, when you sync, you’re prompted to replace or merge the information. If you select Replace Info, the existing information in whatever you sync with replaces all the contact information on the iPhone. If you choose Merge Info, the information you sync moves onto the iPhone and merges with the existing contact information.

Syncing Information with MobileMe

One of the great things about a MobileMe account is that you can sync email, contacts, calendars, and bookmarks wirelessly. Whenever your iPhone can access the Internet, no matter where you are, the sync process can occur.

Of course, to sync information with MobileMe, you must have a MobileMe account. See Chapter 1, “Getting Started with Your iPhone,” for information about obtaining a MobileMe account.

If you have a MobileMe account, it is simple to access your MobileMe information on your iPhone by configuring your account there and configuring its sync options. Here’s how:

1. On the Home screen, tap Settings.
2. Tap Mail, Contacts, Calendars.
3. Tap Add Account.

4. Tap mobileme.

5. Enter your name.

6. Enter your MobileMe email address.

7. Enter your MobileMe account password.

8. Change the default description, which is your email address, if you want to. This description appears on various lists of accounts.

9. Tap Save. Your account information is verified. When that process is complete, you see the MobileMe screen that you use to choose which elements of your MobileMe account are going to be synchronized on the iPhone.
10. Tap OFF next to each kind of information you want to sync on the iPhone; its status becomes ON to show you that information will be synced. If you leave a type’s status set to OFF, that information is ignored. Tap ON to prevent information from being synced on the iPhone.

11. Tap OFF next to Find My iPhone to activate this feature, which enables you to access your touch remotely (when it is connected to the Internet); if you don’t want to turn this on, skip to step 13.

12. Tap Allow.

13. Tap Save. The account is synced to the iPhone. You return to the Mail, Contacts, Calendar screen where you see your MobileMe account on the Accounts list. The account is ready to use as is; however, you should also configure how and when information is synced.

To Merge or Not to Merge
If you previously synced information with a computer, such as calendar information, when you enable syncing for that information, you are prompted to Merge with MobileMe or Do not Merge. If you tap Merge with MobileMe, the information you previously synced combines with the information on MobileMe. If you choose Do not Merge, you are prompted to Keep on My iPhone or Delete. If you tap Keep on My iPhone, the information you previously synced is kept on the iPhone. If you tap Delete and then tap Delete again at the warning prompt, the information you previously synced is deleted from the iPhone. (The source with which you synced is not affected.)

15. To enable information to be synced with your iPhone whenever there are updates and the iPhone is connected to the Internet, ensure the Push status is ON (if it isn’t, tap OFF to turn it on); or to disable push to extend battery life, tap ON so the status becomes OFF. This setting impacts all your wirelessly synced accounts.

16. Tap the amount of time when you want an iPhone to sync information when Push is OFF or when an account doesn’t support Push; tap Manually if you want to sync manually only. This setting also impacts all your wirelessly synced accounts.

17. Scroll down the screen.

18. Tap Advanced. You see a list of all your active accounts. Next to each account, you see if it is configured to use Push, Fetch, or Manual. You also see the kinds of information included in the sync settings for each account, such as Mail, Contacts, Calendars, and so on.
19. Tap the account you want to configure.

20. Tap the option you want to use for syncing; the options can include Push, Fetch, or Manual. If you choose Push, syncing occurs when the iPhone is connected to the Internet and new information is on the iPhone or in the MobileMe cloud; this keeps information on the iPhone the most current but also causes the largest energy use and shortest working time until you need to recharge the iPhone. If you choose Fetch, information is automatically retrieved according to the time you selected in step 16; this enables automatic syncing but uses less battery power than Push. If you choose Manual, information is synced only when you manually start the process; while requiring you to take action to update your information, it does provide the longest battery life.

The MobileMe account is ready to use and its information syncs wirelessly according to your configuration settings.
Syncing Information with Exchange

If you have a Microsoft Exchange account, you can sync its email, contact, and calendar information on your iPhone; this works similarly to synchronizing with MobileMe. Configuring an Exchange account on an iPhone is explained in Chapter 7. After you set up an Exchange account on your iPhone, you can configure its sync options similarly to doing so for a MobileMe account, the details of which are provided in the previous section.

Duplicate MobileMe and Exchange Syncs
Make sure you enable calendar and contacts syncing from the same source only once or you end up with the same information on your iPhone multiple times, which can be confusing. For example, if you use Outlook on a PC and have an Exchange account, you don’t want to sync your calendar information both via MobileMe and Exchange because you’ll get the same calendar information twice. Disable Calendar syncing using the MobileMe control panel on your computer, and only the information you get via Exchange moves onto your iPhone.
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      accepting, 279-281
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      joining calls, 163
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      removing calls, 164
   declining, 166
dialing
   contacts, 156-157
   favorites, 157
   keypad, 155-156
   recent calls list, 158-159
earbud headphones, 166, 170
FaceTime, 181
   accepting, 185
   pausing, 184
   placing, 182-185
forwarding, 152-153
in-process
   conference calls, 164
   failed, 160
   holding, 160
   managing, 160
   numbers, entering, 161
   volume, 161
international, 154
missed, 178
people from text conversations, 250
personal information, hiding, 153
receiving, 165
   answering calls, 165-167
   declining calls, 166
   ignoring, 167
   silencing the ringer, 166-167
Recents list
   caller information, adding, 169
   clearing, 168
voice control, 170-171
voicemail
   alerts, 174-175
   browsing, 176
   contacts, 175
   deleting, 178-179
   information, viewing, 177
calls

listening, 176
camera. See also FaceTime launching, 374
class, 176
passwords, 173, 180-181
recording greetings, 172-173
returning calls, 179

Caps Lock, 485
captioning (video), 371
CDs, importing to iTunes Library, 60-62
cellular data networks, 47, 301
4G, 52
connections, 36, 49, 500
EDGE network, 51
overriding 3G settings, 49
performance, 47
roaming charges, 50

character counts (text messages), 241, 245
charging batteries, 496-497
check boxes (iTunes), 75
character counts (text messages), 241, 245
charging batteries, 496-497
check boxes (iTunes), 75
cleaning screens, 502-503

Clock app
alarms, 287-290
adding, 287
deleting, 291
disabling, 292
dismissing, 292
editing, 290-292
enabling, 292
managing, 292
names, 289
repeating, 287
snooze function, 289
sounds, 288
time, setting, 290
viewing, 287
black/white faces, 285
clocks
city associations, 285
deleting, 286
editing, 286
multiple, creating, 285-286
renaming, 286
stopwatch, 293
timer, 293

Closed Wi-Fi networks, 42-43
Commercial Wi-Fi networks, 41

Compass app, 429
conference calls, 162-164
adding calls, 163
deleting callers, 164
joining calls, 163

Exchange accounts, 191-195
fonts, 206
global settings, 204-208
Gmail/Yahoo! Mail/AOL accounts, 189-190
headers, 206
HTML, 206
incoming settings, 199
new mail sounds, 208
organizing messages, 206
other accounts, 195
recent messages, viewing, 205
retrieval, 201-202
sent mail sounds, 208
sent messages, 198
signatures, 207
SMTP settings, 199-201

International settings, 486-487
calendar, 488
Globe button, 489
keyboards, 487
languages, 486
region formats, 488

iPod settings, 356-358
equalizers, 357
podcasts, 359
sound check, 357
volume, 357-358

keyboard settings, 485
location services, 469
MobileMe accounts, 28

Mac, 30-31
Windows PCs, 28-30
Music toolbar, 355-356

notifications, 462
phone settings, 152
account information, 154
call forwarding, 152-153
call waiting, 153
international calls, 154
personal information, hiding, 153
roaming, 155

SIM PIN, 154
TTY devices, 154
deleted voicemail messages

browsing, 135
creating
  addresses, 131-133
  custom labels, 129
  email, 124-125, 130
  manually, 126-134
  maps, 125-126
  names, 128
  phone numbers, 129
  photos, 127-128
  URLs, 131
deleting, 141
dialing, 156-157
display order, 128
editing, 124, 139-140
email, 210
favorites, 157
fields
  adding, 134
  deleting, 131
  multiple, 138
information, adding, 140
mapping, 420
photos, 393-394
remembering last contact, 136
ringtones, assigning, 149
syncing, 123
  Macs, 104-105
  Windows PCs, 109
texting, 242
viewing, 122-123
voicemails, 175
contextual menus, 18
controlling by touch, 6
costs
  MobileMe accounts, 27
texting, 238
Wi-Fi networks, 38

Cover Flow Browser, 328-329
  albums, 328-331
  Now Playing screen, switching between, 332
  playing music, 329-330
current location, finding, 421
current time, viewing, 283
customizing
  contact labels, 129
  Home screens from iPhone, 460
    deleting icons, 454
    icon folders, 453-454
    locking icons in position, 454
    main toolbar, 454
    moving icons, 451
  Home screens from iTunes, 460
    deleting icons, 459
    folders, creating, 456-459
    moving icons, 455
  ringtones, 144
    applications, 147
    assigning to contacts, 149
    creating, 144-146
    purchasing, 148-149
    wallpaper, 395

data roaming, 50
dates
  calendar events, 273
  configuring, 258-261
Day view (calendars), 270-271
Debug Console, configuring, 301
deleing calls, 166
default search engines, 296
deleted email messages, storing, 198
deleted voicemails messages, 178-179
deleting
alarms (clocks), 291
apps, 435, 446-447
bookmarks, 317, 419
calendar events, 269
callers from conference calls, 164
clocks, 286
contacts, 141
fields, 131
photos, 394
conversations, 255
e-mail, 206, 210-211, 228
Genius playlists, 343
icons
folders, 454
iPhone, 454
iTunes, 459
keyboards, 487
movies, 79
photos, 376, 389
text messages, 253-254
videos, 369, 389, 399
voicemail, 178
websites from history list, 310
dialing
contacts, 136, 156-157
favorites, 157
keypad, 155-156
recent calls list, 158-159
disabling
3G network, 48
alarms (clocks), 292
Auto-Capitalization, 485
call waiting, 153
Caps Lock, 485
cellular data network connections, 49, 500
JavaScript, 299
Location Services, 469
non-essential features, 498
pop-up blocking, 299
spell checking/correction, 485
voice dialing, 472
disconnecting iPhones from computers, 85
dismissing alarms, 292
double-taps, 6
downloading
apps, 432-434, 441
descriptions, viewing, 433
gifts, 439
requirements, 433
searches, 432
signing in, 434
books, 86, 101
iTunes, 24-25
drafts (email), 198
dragging fingers, 6
E
earbuds, 166, 170
Easy Wi-Fi app, 46
EDGE network, 51
editing
alarms, 290-292
bookmarks, 311, 315
calendar events, 269
clocks, 286
contacts, 124, 139-141
e-mail accounts, 209-210
Maps bookmarks, 419
restrictions, 476
videos, 398
e-mail accounts
advanced configuration, 197-201
configuring, 188, 195, 209-210
default, 207
deleting, 210-211
duplicate contacts, 210
Exchange configuring, 191-195
Gmail/Yahoo! Mail/AOL, configuring, 189-190
selecting, 220
syncing, 107, 110
attachments, 225
bcc, 206
checking new messages, 226
configuring
global settings, 204-208
retrieval, 201-202
contacts creating, 124-125, 130
deleted messages, storing, 198
deleting, 206, 228
drafts
saving, 222
storing, 198
event invitations, 282
fetching, 202
fonts, 206
forwarding, 224-225
headers, 206
HTML, 206
incoming settings, 199
Mail app, 212
message status, 227
new mail
folders, 229
sounds, 208
organizing, 206
Inbox, 230-231
Message screen, 229
photos, 390
attachments, 233
sharing, 396
pushing, 201, 499
reading, 212-213
address information, viewing, 217
attachments, viewing, 216
marking as unread, 215
PDF attachments, 216
photo attachments, 216
threads, 213-215
To/Cc labels, viewing, 215
zooming in/out, 214-215
receiving, 212
HTML, 217
large messages, 218
recent messages, viewing, 205
replying, 222-223
searching, 234-235
global email settings, configuring

sending, 218-222
accounts, selecting, 220
bodies, 221
recipients, adding, 219-220
sharing content, 223
sounds, 208
subjects, 221
troubleshooting, 196, 510

sent mail
sounds, 208
storing, 198
signatures, 207
SMTP settings, 199-201
spam, 235
viewing in folders, 231

enabling
3G networks, 48
alarms, 292
Auto-Capitalization, 485
Caps Lock, 485
cellular data network connections, 500
Find My iPhone feature, 477-479
Location Services, 469
spell checking/correction, 485
tethering, 52
voice dialing, 472
Wi-Fi, Airplane mode, 502

Entourage, syncing, 106
equalizers, 357
events (calendars)
adding, 271-279
alerts, 277, 283
all-day, 273
availability, 281
date, 273
deleting, 269
editing, 269
events browser, 268
fields available, 272
invitations, 279-282
locations, 272
new invitation alerts, 261
push syncing, 264-265
repeating, 275-276
searching, 271

syncing, 261, 279
time, 274
time zones, 262-263
viewing, 268

Exchange accounts
accessing through OWA, 191
configuring, 191-195
event invitations, 282
syncing information, 118

 Exiting apps, 10
external features, 4

faces (photos), 379-381
FaceTime, 181
accepting, 185
pausing, 184
placing, 182-185

failed calls, 160
favorites, dialing, 157
fetching email, 202
fields (contacts)
adding, 134
deleting, 131
editing, 139-140
multiple, 138

Find My iPhone feature
enabling, 477-479
locating phones, 479-483
remote wiping, 483

finding. See also searching
time, 274
time zones, 262-263

Music
by artists, 333-337
Cover Flow Browser, 328-329
Genius. See Genius playlists
iTunes playlists, 331-332
More menu, 337-338
searches, 339-340

Songs browser, 338
voice commands, 338

pods, 352
ringtone-enabled music, 146
videos, 362
flash (camera), 375
focusing, camera, 375
doors
apps, 9, 453-459
iTunes playlists, 72
new mail, 229
fonts
email, 206
iBooks, 411
force quitting apps, 11
forgetting
Bluetooth devices, 55
Wi-Fi networks, 45

formats
books, 87
movies, 80
forms (web), completing
AutoFill, 321-322
manually, 320-321

forwarding
email, 224-225
text messages, 254
Fraud Warning, turning on/off, 299
free books, 100

Genius playlists
based on current song, creating, 340-341
deleting, 343
refreshing, 343
selecting songs, creating, 342
viewing, 341

gifting apps, 439

global email settings, configuring, 204-208
bcc, 206
default accounts, 207
deleting messages, 206
fonts, 206
headers, 206
HTML, 206
new mail sounds, 208
organizing messages, 206
recent messages, viewing, 205
sent mail sounds, 208
signatures, 207
Globe button, 489
Gmail accounts, configuring, 189-190
GPS functionality (Maps), 424
greetings (voicemail), 172-173
grouping
contacts, 136
text messages, 240, 244-245

H
HD video, 65
headers (email), 206
headphones, 166, 170
help, 510
hiding
calendars, 267
iBook reading controls, 408
personal information, 153
history list, 309-310
holding calls, 160
Home screens, 5
bookmarks, adding, 318
customizing from iPhone, 460
deleting icons, 459
deleting
icons, 459
folders, creating, 456-459
moving
icons, 455
monitoring phone conditions, 21
navigating pages, 19
Search page, 20-21
HTML email messages, 206, 217
iBooks app, 405
books
browsing, 406-407
purchasing, 97-101
reading, 407
searching, 407
Bookshelf, 406
free books, 100
page numbers, 408
reading controls
bookmarks, 413
brightness, 410
copying text, 414
dictionary lookups, 414
displaying/hiding, 408
font selection, 411
highlighting, 414
notes, 414
orientation, 409
Table of Contents, 410
text searches, 412
turning pages, 408-410
samples, 100
syncing, 407
icons
deleting
iPhone, 454
iTunes, 455
deleting
iPhone, 454
iTunes, 455
folders
creating, 453-459
deleting, 454
locking in position, 454
main toolbar, customizing, 454
moving
iPhone, 451
iTunes, 455
ignoring incoming calls, 167
iMovie app, 398
importing audio CDs to iTunes Library, 60-62
in-process calls
conference calls, 162-164
failed, 160
holding, 160
managing, 160
numbers, entering, 161
volume, 161
incoming settings (email), 199
Boingo, 46
cellular data networks, 36-47
changing, 44
closed, 42-43
commercial, 41
forgetting, 45
known, 44
open, 36-40
power savings, 498
tethering, 52
Wi-Fi, 36
Airplane mode, 461
enabling in Airplane mode, 502
installing
apps, 441
iTunes, 24-25
international calling, 154
international settings, configuring, 486-487
calendar, 488
Globe button, 489
keyboards, 487
languages, 486
region formats, 488
Internet connections, 36
Boingo, 46
cellular data networks, 36, 47
Wi-Fi, 36
Airplane mode, 461, 502
automatic searches, 36
cell phone provider, 46
changing, 44
closed, 42-43
commercial, 41
forgetting, 45
key indexes, 40
known, 44
open, 36-40
power savings, 498
status, 37
tethering, 52
Internet-based texting, 238
invitations (event)
accepting, 279-281
alerts, 280
comments, adding, 281
details, viewing, 280
e-mail, 282
Exchange accounts, 282
managing, 280
replying, 281
viewing, 279
IP addresses, Wi-Fi networks, 39
iPod
albums, viewing, 349
artists
albums, 334
browsing, 333
playing songs, 336
selecting, 333
viewing, 333-336
audiobooks, 353
configuring, 356-359
equalizers, 357
podcasts, 359
sound check, 357
volume, 357-358
Cover Flow Browser
browsing albums, 328-329
browsing while listen-
ing, 330
playing music, 329-330
returning to albums, 330
Genius playlists
deleting, 343
current songs, creating, 340-341
refreshing, 343
selecting songs, creat-
ing, 342
viewing, 341
 lyrics, adding, 346
More menu, 337-338
Music toolbar, configur-
ing, 355-356
playing music, 346-348
playlists
browsing, 331
creating, 343
playing songs, 332
returning, 333
viewing songs, 332
podcasts
configuring, 359
descriptions, 354
finding, 352
playing, 353-354
sharing, 354
shuffling music, 344
Songs browser, 338
voice commands
finding music, 345
playing music, 346
iTunes
apps
syncing, 435
toolbar, 93
updates, 445
check boxes, 75
connections, troub-
leshooting, 504, 509
Home screen customiza-
tions
deleting icons, 459
folders, creating, 456-459
moving icons, 455
installing, 24-25
Library
adding books, 86-87
audio CDs, importing, 60-62
books, syncing, 87-88, 101
moving content to
iPhone, 76-84
music collection size, 77
ringtone-enabled
music, finding, 146
movies, syncing, 78-79
music, syncing, 76-77
podcasts, syncing, 82-83
Store purchases, sync-
ing, 96
tagging songs, 62
TV shows, syncing, 80-81
 lyrics, adding, 346
maintenance, 492
not recognizing phone
reinstalling iTunes, 509
restarting iTunes, 504
photos, syncing
Macs, 90-91
Windows PC, 89-90
playlists
browsing, 331
creating, 71-72, 343
folders, 72
playing songs, 332
returning, 333
smart, 73-75
syncing, 77
viewing, 331-332
restarting, 504
ringtones
creating, 144-146
purchasing, 148-149
signing in, 434
searching, 93-94
Store
accounts, creating, 26
browsing, 64
HD content, 65
movie rentals, 67-68
podcast subscriptions, 68, 71
previewing content, 64-65, 95
purchasing content, 63-66, 95
searching, 63-64
signing in, 26
synchronization
options, 85
wish list, 66
syncing, 104
Macs, 104-108
multiple sources, 108
purchases to iTunes Library, 96
Windows PCs, 109-113
upgrading, 25
Macs, 493-494
Windows PCs, 492
video, importing from phone, 403

J
JavaScript, disabling, 299
joining calls, 163
Wi-Fi networks, 37

K
keyboards
accessibility settings, 489
configuring, 485
deleting, 487
Globe button, 489
international settings, 487
larger, 245
orientation, 13
keypad, dialing calls, 155-156

L
languages
configuring, 486
video, 364-365
voice commands, 486
larger keyboard, 245
launching apps, 6-8
camera, 374
multiple web pages, 323-324
listening voicemails, 176, 179
lists, browsing, 6
Location Services (Maps app), 415
locations (maps)
contacts, creating, 125-126
current, 421
directions, 424
compass, 427
driving/public transit/walking options, 426
editing, 427
list view, 428
location, centering, 427
resetting, 426
reversing, 426
routings, 425
segments, 426
start locations, 425
starting, 426
information, viewing, 422
multiple, 422
saving, 418, 423
zooming in/out, 422
finding contacts, 420
searches, 416-417
locking/unlocking, 22
audio, controlling, 350-352
Auto-Lock settings, 470
icons, 454
passcodes, 470-473
sounds, 463
volume, 357-358
lyrics (music), 346-348

M
Macs
iTunes synchronization, 104
Address Book contacts, 104-105
calendars, 106
email accounts, 107
multiple sources, 108
notes, 108
Safari bookmarks, 107
Sync versus Apply button, 108
iTunes updates, 493-494
photos
importing, 403
syncing, 90-91
video transfers, 403
Mail app, 212
drafts, saving, 198, 222
messages
deleted, storing, 198
deleting, 206, 228
forwarding, 224-225
organizing, 229-231
viewing messages, 231
new mail folders, 229
photos
attachments, saving, 233
e-mailing, 390
reading email, 213
address information, viewing, 217
attachments, viewing, 216
marking as unread, 215
PDF attachments, 216
photo attachments, 216
threads, 213-215
To/Cc labels, viewing, 215
zooming in/out, 214-215
receiving email, 212
checking new messages, 226
HTML, 217
large messages, 218
message status, 227
replying to email, 222-223
searching, 234-235
sending email, 218-222
accounts, selecting, 220
bodies, 221
recipients, adding, 219-220
sharing content, 223
subjects, 221
spam tools, 235
main toolbar icons, customizing, 454
maintenance
batteries, 495
charge remaining, viewing, 495
charging, 496
maximizing, 497-502
status messages, 495
syncing phones, 496
topping off, 497
iTunes, updating, 492
Macs, 493-494
Windows PCs, 492
operating system software, 494-495
screens, 502-503

managing
alarms, 292
event invitations, 280
in-process calls, 160
calling person, 250
clearing all messages, 254
deleting, 255
long, viewing, 253
names, 249
new messages, adding, 249
on-going, 246
reading, 249
viewing, 249, 253
messages
clearing all messages, 254
counting new, 248
deleting, 253-254
forwarding, 254
grouping, 240
receiving, 246-248
replying, 247-248
sending, 241-245
larger keyboard, 245
MMS, 240
photos/video, 252-253
preferences, 239-241
previewing, 240
sending, 241-244
contacts, 242
groups, 244-245
multiple recipients, 243
subject lines, 244
size limitations, 251
subject lines, 241, 244
Microsoft Exchange, syncing information, 118
Miser, Brad’s email address, 511
missed calls, 178
MMS (Multimedia Messaging Service), 240
MobileMe accounts, 27
configuring, 28
Macs, 30-31
Windows PCs, 28-30
costs, 27
Find My iPhone feature
enabling, 477-479
locating phones, 479-483
remote wiping, 483
member names, 28
photos, 391-392
syncing, 32, 113-117
website, 28
monitoring phone conditions, 21
Month view (calendars), 268
movies
deleting, 79
formats, 80
renting
iTunes Store, 67-68
watching, 366-367
restrictions, 475
syncing, 78-79
moving
books to iPhone, 87-88
icons
iPhone, 451
iTunes, 455
photos
Macs, 90-91, 403
Windows PC, 89-90, 401-402
multi-touch interface, 5-6
Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS), 240
multiple web pages
moving between, 324-325
opening, 323-324
multitasking with apps, 10-11
music
albums, viewing, 349
collection size, 77
finding
by artists, 333-334, 337
Cover Flow Browser, 328-329
Genius. See Genius playlists
iTunes playlists, 331-332
More menu, 337-338
searches, 339-340
Songs browser, 338
voice commands, 345
iPod settings, configuring, 356-358
equalizers, 357
podcasts, 359
sound check, 357
volume, 357-358
lyrics, adding, 346
pausing, 330
playback tools, viewing, 351
playing, 346
background, 351
by artists, 335-336
Cover Flow Browser, 329-330
iTunes playlists, 332-333
locked iPhone, 350-352
lyrics, 348
ratings, 348
repeating, 348
rewinding/fast forwarding, 348
Timeline bar, 348
track list, viewing, 347
voice commands, 346
playlists
creating, 71-72
smart, 73-75
syncing, 77
previewing, 95
purchasing, 95
restrictions, 475
ringtone-enabled, finding, 146
shuffling, 344
slideshows, 388
switching between Now Playing screen and Cover Flow Browser, 332
syncing, 76
tagging in iTunes Library, 62
toolbar, configuring, 355-356
video, 370
muting incoming calls, 167
names
alarms, 289
bookmarks, 311, 315, 419
calendars, 267
clocks, 286
contacts, 128
MobileMe account members, 28
text conversations, 249
navigating
Home screens, 19
multiple web pages, 324-325
New Contact screen, 124
new features, 4
new mail folders, 229
new voicemail alerts, 151, 174-175
notes
iBooks, 414
Notes app, 428
syncing
Mac, 108
Windows PCs, 111
notifications, configuring, 462
Now Playing screen, 346
Cover Flow Browser, switching between, 332
lyrics, viewing, 348
rating music, 348
songs, 348
Timeline bar, 348
Track List view, 347
viewing, 330, 336
volume control, 328
numbers, entering during calls, 161
open Wi-Fi networks, 36-40
access fees, 38
IP addresses, 39
joining, 37
network information, 39
troubleshooting, 39
viewing available, 37
operating system
maintenance, 494-495
versions, 5
organizing
bookmarks, 313-316
e-mail, 206
Inbox, 230-231
Message screen, 229
orientation
books, 409
keyboard, 13
photos, viewing, 384
OWA (Outlook Web Access), 191
pairing Bluetooth devices, 52-54
passcodes
Auto-Lock, 470-472
restrictions, 473
passwords
typing, 38
voicemail, 173, 180-181
websites, remembering, 298
pasting
  photos/video, 253
text, 15-17
pausing
  FaceTime, 184
music, 330
PDF attachments, 216
peer-to-peer networking, 55-57
phone numbers (contacts), 129
phone settings
  configuring, 152
    account information, 154
call forwarding, 152-153
call waiting, 153
international calls, 154
personal information, 152
hiding, 153
roaming, 155
SIM PIN, 154
TTY devices, 154
ringtones
  applications for creating, 147
  assigning to contacts, 149
buying, 148-149
creating, 144-146
customizing, 144
moving to iPhone, 147
setting, 150
volume, 151
sounds, 150-151
photos
  camera
    launching, 374
    lens locations, 374
    movement sensitivity, 375
    previous iPhone models, 374
contacts, 127-128
  assigning, 393-394
deleting, 394
copying, 396
deleting, 376, 389
emailing, 216, 233, 390
information, 379
locations, tagging, 377
moving
  Macs, 403
  Windows PCs, 401-402
sending to MobileMe accounts, 391-392
sharing, 396
slideshows, 385-388
  configuring, 385-386
  music, 388
  repeating, 386
  screen time, 386
  shuffling photos, 386
transitions, 386
watching, 387-388
syncing
  Macs, 90-91
  Windows PC, 89-90
taking
  flash, 375
  focus, 375
  landscape mode, 374
shutter sounds, 376
zooming, 375
text messages, 240
  copying/pasting, 253
  sending, 250-252
  undeliverable, 252
  viewing, 253
video
  deleting, 389, 399
  editing, 398
watching, 397
viewing, 376
  albums, 379-380
  counting, 380
events, 379-381
  faces, 379-381
  individually, 379-380
landscape orientation, 384
places, 379-382
zooming in/out, 385
wallpaper, 395, 466
physical controls, 4
pinching/unpinching (touch control), 6-7
places (photos), 379, 382
playback tools, viewing, 351
playing
  audiobooks, 353
  music, 346
    by artists, 335-336
    background, 351
    Cover Flow Browser, 329-330
  iTunes playlists, 332-333
  locked iPhone, 350-352
  lyrics, 348
  ratings, 348
  repeating, 348
  rewinding/fast forwarding, 348
  switching between Now Playing screen and Cover Flow Browser, 332
Timeline bar, 348
track list, viewing, 347
voice commands, 346
podcasts, 353-354
video, 364-365, 397
  chapters, selecting, 365
language, selecting, 364-365
  podcasts, 368-369
  rented movies, 366-367
  resuming playback, 365
scale, 364
text messages, 253
TV shows, 363
Videos screen, 362
playlists
  browsing, 331
  creating, 71-72, 343
folders, 72
Genius
  based on current song, creating, 340-341
deleting, 343
refreshing, 343
selecting songs, creating, 342
viewing, 341
returning, 333
smart, 73-75
songs, 332
syncing, 77
viewing, 331
podcasts
audio, 352-354
configuring, 359
descriptions, 354
restrictions, 475
searching, 70
subscriptions, 68, 71
syncing, 82-83
video
  playing, 353
  watching, 368-369
pop-ups, blocking, 299
power
batteries, 468
maintenance, 495
  charging batteries, 496
  maximizing batteries, 497-502
  remaining charge, viewing, 495
  status messages, 495
  syncing phones, 496
topping off batteries, 497
publishing videos, 400
push syncing, 264
Power Search tool, 434
previewing
  iTunes Store content, 64-65
  music, 95
  text messages, 240
  videos, 378
problems. See troubleshooting
publishing
  photos, MobileMe accounts, 391-392
  videos, YouTube, 399-400
purchasing
  books with iBooks app, 97-101
  content from iTunes Store, 63-66
  music, 95
  ringtones, 148-149
pushing
calendars, 264-265
e-mail, 201, 499
power usage, 264
ratings
  apps, 439
  restrictions, 474
    apps, 476
    movies, 475
    music and podcasts, 475
    TV shows, 476
reading
  books, 407. See also iBooks app
e-mail, 212-213
  address information, viewing, 217
  attachments, viewing, 216
  marking as unread, 215
  PDF attachments, 216
  photo attachments, 216
  threads, 213-215
  To/Cc labels, viewing, 215
  zooming in/out, 214-215
text conversations, 249
receiving
calls, 165
  answering, 165-167
  FaceTime, 185
  ignoring, 167
  silencing the ringer, 166-167
e-mail, 212
  checking new messages, 226
  HTML, 217
  large messages, 218
  message status, 227
text messages
  alerts, 246
  counting new messages, 248
  sleeping iPhone, 247
  viewing, 246
Recects list
caller information, adding, 169
clearing, 168
contact information, 158
dialing with, 158-159
recording
  video, 377-378
  voicemail greetings, 172-173
refreshing
  Genius playlists, 343
  websites, 307
reinstalling iTunes, 509-510
remembering Bluetooth devices, 55
remote wiping, 483
renting movies, 67-68, 366-367
repeating
  alarms, 287
calendar events, 275-276
  music, 348
  slideshows, 386
replying
  e-mail, 222-223
event invitations, 281
text messages, 247-248
resetting phones, 504-506
restarting
  iPhones, 23, 503
  iTunes, 504
restoring iPhones, 507-509
restriction settings, 473
  Allowed Content controls, 474
  apps, 476
  editing, 476
  movies, 475
  music and podcasts, 475
  passcodes, 473
settings screen

- purchases, 474
- ratings, 474
- TV shows, 476
- resuming video playback, 365, 371
- retrieving email, 201-202
- returning calls, 179
- reviewing apps, 440
- ringer volume, 150
- ringtones
  - assigning to contacts, 149
  - creating applications, 147
  - iTunes, 144-146
- customizing, 144
- moving to iPhone, 147
- purchasing, 148-149
- setting, 150
- volume, 151
- roaming charges, 50
- configuring, 155
- running apps, 442

Safari
- Address bar, 308
- bookmarks
  - deleting, 317
  - editing, 315
  - Home screen, adding, 318
  - moving to, 302-303
  - names, editing, 311
  - organizing, 313-316
  - saving, 311-312
  - supported browsers, 312
- syncing, 107, 302
- browsing the web, 308-309
  - clearing searches, 309
  - history, clearing, 310
  - previously viewed sites, visiting, 309-310

configuring, 296
- AutoFill, 297-298
- browsing history, 300
- cache, clearing, 301
- cookies, 299-300
- Debug Console, 301
- default search engines, 296
- security, 299
- user names/passwords, remembering, 298
- forms, completing
  - AutoFill, 321-322
  - manually, 320-321
- navigating URLs, 304-305
- web pages
  - multiple, 323-325
  - sharing, 319
  - signing in, 322
  - viewing, 36-307
- saving
  - bookmarks, 311-312
  - email
    - attachments, 233
    - drafts, 222
  - map locations, 418, 423
  - power, 498
- scaling video, 364
- screens
  - brightness, 464, 497
  - capture utility, 378
  - maintenance, 502-503
  - protectors, 503
- screenshots, taking, 378
- scrolling, 6
- search engines, configuring, 296
- Search pages, 20-21
- Search tool
  - music, 339-340
  - searches, clearing, 339
- searching. See also finding
  - App Store, 432, 436
    - app Info screens, 438
    - categories, 437
    - Power Search tool, 434
    - ratings/reviews, 439-440
  - release date, 438
  - screenshots, 439
  - Top Free, 438
  - Top Paid, 438
- calendar events, 271
- contacts, 135
- email, 234-235
- iPhones, 20-21
- iTunes Store, 63-64, 93-94
- options, configuring, 484
- podcasts, 70
- Wi-Fi networks, 36
- security settings, 470
- Auto-Lock, 470
- erasing data after incorrect passcodes, 472
- Find My iPhone feature
  - enabling, 477-479
  - locating phones, 479-483
- remote wiping, 483
- passcodes, 470-473
- restrictions, 473-476
- Safari, 299
- voice dialing, 472
- sending
  - email, 218-222
    - accounts, selecting, 220
    - bodies, 221
    - recipients, adding, 219-220
    - sharing content, 223
    - sounds, 208
    - subjects, 221
  - troubleshooting, 196, 510
- photos
  - email, 390
  - text messages, 250-252
- text messages, 241, 244
- contacts, 242
- groups, 244-245
- multiple recipients, 243
- subject lines, 244
- video, text messages, 250-252
- sent mail, storing, 198
- Settings screen
  - About function, 467-468
  - accessibility, 489
Airplane mode, 461
apps, 460
brightness, 464
international, 486-489
calendar, 488
Globe button, 489
keyboards, 487
languages, 486
region formats, 488
keyboard, 485
location services, 469
notifications, 462
search options, 484
security, 470
Auto-Lock, 470
erasing data after incorrect passcodes, 472
Find My iPhone feature, 477-483
passcodes, 470-472
restrictions, 473-476
voice dialing, 472
sounds, 463
viewing, 460
wallpaper, 464-466
sharing
apps, 440
contacts, 136
photos, 396
podcasts, 354
videos, 399-400
websites, 319
shuffling music, 344
shutter sounds, 376
shutting down iPhones, 23
signatures (email), 207
signing in
iTunes Store, 26, 434
websites, 322
silencing the ringer, 166-167
SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) cards, 123, 154
sleeping phones, 22
slideshows (photos), 385-388
configuring, 385-386
music, 388
watching, 387-388
smart playlists, 73-75
SMTP settings (email), 199-201
snooze function (alarms), 289
software maintenance, 494-495
Songs browser, 338
sorting contacts by name, 122
sound check, 357
spam, 235
spell checking/correction, 18, 485
Stocks app, 428
stopwatch, 293
subjects
email, 221
text messages, 241, 244
Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) cards, 123, 154
subscribing, podcasts, 68, 71
syncing
apps, 435, 441
audio, 92-96
benefits, 496
bookmarks, 302, 111
books, 87-88, 101
calendars, 279
event time periods, 261
Macs, 106
Windows PCs, 110
contacts, 123
Macs, 104-105
Windows PCs, 109
disconnecting iPhones from computers, 85
e-mail accounts
Macs, 107
Windows PCs, 110
Entourage, 106
iBooks, 407
with iTunes, 104
Macs, 104-108
multiple sources, 108, 113
purchases to iTunes Library, 96
Windows PCs, 109-112
iTunes Library, 76-81, 83-84
Microsoft Exchange, 118
MobileMe accounts, 113-117
alerts, 32
first time, 32
merging, 115
options, 117
push status, 116
videos, 78-79
music, 76
not enough memory warning, 84
notes
Macs, 108
Windows PCs, 111
options, 85
photos
Macs, 90-91, 403
Windows PC, 89-90, 401-402
playlists, 77
podcasts, 82-83
push
calendars, 264-265
power usage, 264
ringtones, 147
Safari bookmarks, 107
Sync versus Apply button, 108, 112
TV shows, 80-81
video, 92-96
voice memos, 76, 428
wirelessly, 104
tags
music (iTunes Library), 62
taps, 6
tethering, 52
text
contextual menus, 18
copying/pasting, 15-17
editing, 14
spell-checking, 18
typing, 12-14
text messages, 237
alerts, 239-240
character counts, 241
character limits, 245
clearing all messages, 254
clearing person, 250
calling all messages, 254
deleting, 255
long, viewing, 253
names, 249
new messages, adding, 249
on-going, 246
reading, 249
viewing, 249, 253
timings, 293
touch controls, 6
Track List view, 347
transitions (slideshows), 386
troubleshooting
e-mail
duplicate accounts, 210
help, 510
iTunes, reinstalling, 509-510
not enough memory synchronization warning, 84
resetting phones, 504, 506
restoring phones, 507-509
restarting iPhones, 503
iTunes, 504
Twyer settings, 150
video
deleting, 369, 389, 399
editing, 398
FaceTime, 181
accepting calls, 185
pausing, 184
placing calls, 182-185
finding, 362
HD, 65
iMovie app, 398
movies
deleting, 79
formats, 80
renting from iTunes, 67-68
restrictions, 475
syncing, 78-79
moving to iPhone, 76-81, 83-84
iTunes Store, 63-66, 94-96
movies, 67-68, 78-79
podcasts, 82-83
TV shows, 80-81
music, 370
podcasts
playing, 353
restrictions, 475
searching, 70
subscriptions, 68, 71
syncing, 82-83
purchasing from iTunes Store, 63-66
recording, 377-378
settings, configuring, 370-371
sharing, 399-400
text messages, 240
copying/pasting, 253
sending, 250-252
undeliverable, 252
viewing, 253
transferring to iTunes, 403
TV shows
restrictions, 476
syncing, 80-81
watching, 363
watching, 364-365, 397
chapters, selecting, 365
language, selecting, 364-365
podcasts, 368-369
rented movies, 366-367
resuming playback, 365
scale, 364
text messages, 253
TV shows, 363
Videos screen, 362
viewing. See also watching
albums, 349
app descriptions, 433
artists (music), 333
battery charge remaining, 495
calendars, 266-267
current day, 267
day view, 270-271
events, 268-269
month view, 268
switching months, 270
contacts, 122-123
current time, 283
e-mail
addresses, 217
attachments, 216
folders, 231
event invitations, 279-280
Genius playlists, 341
iBook reading controls, 408
lyrics, 348
map location information, 422
multiple web pages, 323-324
music albums, 329
now playing screen, 336
photos, 376
albums, 379-380
counting, 380
events, 379-381
faces, 379-381
individually, 379-380
information, 379
landscape orientation, 384
places, 379, 382
slideshows, 385-388
text messages, 253
zooming in/out, 385
playback tools, 351
podcast descriptions, 354
previously viewed websites, 309-310
recent email messages, 205
Settings screen, 460
slideshows, 387-388
text messages, 246, 249, 253
time, 22
voicemail information, 177

websites
Address Bar, 308
Safari, 306-307
Wi-Fi networks available, 37

voice commands
calls, 170-171
confirming, 346
dialing, 472
languages, 486
music, 345-346
Voice Memos app, 76, 428

voicemail
alerts, 174-175
browsing, 176
contacts, 175
deleted, managing, 178-179
deleting, 178
greetings, recording, 172-173
information, viewing, 177
listening, 176
new voicemail sounds, 151
passwords, 173, 180-181
returning calls, 179

volume
calls, 161
changing, 23
controlling, 328
levels, setting, 357
locking, 357-358
ringer sounds, 150
ringtones, 151
sound check, 357

waking up phones, 22

wallpaper, configuring, 464
image selection, 465-466
lock screen/home screen options, 466
photos, 395, 466

watching. See also viewing
slideshows, 387-388
videos, 364-365, 397
  chapters, selecting, 365
  language, selecting, 364-365
  podcasts, 368-369
  rented movies, 366-367
  resuming playback, 365
  scale, 364
  text messages, 253
  TV episodes, 363
  Videos screen, 362

  Weather app, 428

  web browsing, 308-309
    adding bookmarks to
    Home screen, 318
    Address bar, 308
    bookmarks, 302-303
      deleting, 317
      editing, 311, 315
      organizing, 313-316
      saving, 311-312
      syncing, 302
    cellular data networks, 301
    clearing searches, 309
    forms, completing
      AutoFill, 321-322
      manually, 320-321
    history, 300, 310
    iPhone/iPod formatted
      websites, 304
    links, moving, 307
    multiple web pages, 323-325
    pop-ups, blocking, 299
    previously viewed sites, viewing, 309-310
    refreshing websites, 307
    sharing websites, 319
    signing in, 322
    URLs, 304-305
    viewing websites, 306-307
    Wi-Fi networks, 301
    zooming in/out, 306

  websites
    Address bar, 308
    Apple, 510
    help, 510
    iPhone/iPod formatted, 304

  iToner, 147
  links, moving, 307
  MobileMe, 28
  multiple
    moving between, 324-325
    opening, 323-324
  refreshing, 307
  sharing, 319
  signing in, 322
  usernames/passwords, remembering, 298
  viewing in Safari, 306-307

  white clock faces, 285

  Wi-Fi networks, 36, 301
    Airplane mode, 461, 502
    automatic searches, 36
    cell phone provider, 46
    changing, 44
    closed, 42-43
    commercial, 41
    forgetting, 45
    key indexes, 40
    known, 44
    open, 36-40
      access fees, 38
      IP addresses, 39
      joining, 37
      network information, 39
      troubleshooting, 39
      viewing available, 37
    power savings, 498
    status, 37
    tethering, 52

  widescreen video, 377

  Windows PCs
    iTunes synchronization, 109-112
      bookmarks, 111
      calendars, 110
      contacts, 109
      email accounts, 110
      multiple sources, 113
      notes, 111
      Sync versus Apply button, 112
    iTunes updates, 492
    MobileMe, configuring, 28-31

  zooming in/out, 6-7
    camera, 375
    email messages, 214-215
    maps, 422
    photos, 385
    websites, 306

  photos
    importing, 401-402
    syncing, 89-90

  wireless syncing, 104

  wish list (iTunes Store), 66

  X - Y

  Yahoo! Mail accounts, configuring, 189-190
  YouTube app, 428
  YouTube, publishing videos, 399-400

  Z

  zooming in/out, 6-7
  camera, 375
  email messages, 214-215
  maps, 422
  photos, 385
  websites, 306